
Battery Comparison 
Cost Analysis

9V Lithium Batteries
used in Trackit Mk3

Rechargeable Batteries
used in Trackit T4A

Purchase Price $10 $115

Life Cycle  24hrs 36hrs

Total Operating Hours  24hrs >9000hrs

Environmental Impact
Improper disposal harms the 

environment and causes fire risk. 
Most recycling centers charge 

 fees for lithium recycling.

Rechargeable batteries  create 
less waste and help  protect the 

planet.

Cost of Batteries Per Hour $0.417 $0.0128

Based on 8 studies per month with an average duration of 72 hours each,   
that makes 576 hours per month or 6912 hours per year, per amplifier.

Annual Cost of Batteries $5760 $177

FIRST YEAR SAVINGS 
After deduction of $1150 for Rapid Turnaround and Swap Kits  
(see reverse for details)

$4,433
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Battery Comparison Cost Analysis

For more information
sales@lifelinesneuro.com
866-889-6505           
lifelinesneuro.com



Trackit T4A  
Rapid Turnaround Kit

A Trackit T4A Rapid Turnaround Kit helps 
to maximize productivity, efficiency, and 
workflow, by ensuring recharged batteries 
are always ready for the next patient.
While the energy efficiency of the T4A enables it to run for 72 hours on two rechargeable batteries, high volume practices 
will want to ensure a ready supply of charged batteries is on hand. This is valuable for back-to-back studies or for those 
studies that need to be extended. Techs can simply swap fresh batteries, SD card, and electrodes in minutes.

The T4A comes standard with two rechargeable batteries and a one-bay battery recharger.

The T4A Rapid Turnaround Kit Trackit T4A Rapid Turnaround Swap Kit

The T4A Rapid Turnaround Kit is available for  
an additional fee and features a four-bay battery 
charger, two additional rechargeable batteries and  
two SD cards.

Purchase price: $950.00

Rental price: Included in rental fee

Includes: 

• 1 x T4A 4-Bay Battery Charger  

• 2 x T4A Battery Packs 

• 2 x 16GB SD Cards

The Trackit T4A Rapid Turnaround Swap Kit 
provides two extra batteries and a single SD  
card that provide additional battery reserves  
for high volume EEG studies.

Purchase price: $200.00

Rental: Not included in monthly rental fee

Includes:

• 2 x T4A Battery Packs 

• 1 x 16 GB SD Card

Lifelines Neuro is committed to not only providing you the tools for the highest quality EEG recordings, but also and 
ability to managing your productivity and workflow. By having charged batteries in reserve, you have the flexibility to 
care for more patienRts, in a shorter timeframe.

Trackit T4A Turnaround Kits

For more information: 
sales@lifelinesneuro.com
866-889-6505           
lifelinesneuro.com SE
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